
SUBMISSION TO THE
LESSONS LEARNT AND RECONCILIATION COMMISSION

01. I,
(a) believe that the use of violence to settle disputes is undesirable and counter

productive.
(a copy of a letter date September 08 1995 to the editor of the Sunday Times
titled" N E Conflict and Peace Package" is annexed hereto)

(b) organized a group of senior citizens (septuagenarians), made representations to

(i) political parties represented in Parliament
(ii) religious organizations.
regarding our concerns as senior citizens of the increasing violence in our
society mainly arising from the ethnic conflict and during elections and had
discussions with some of the said organizations that responded to our request.

(c) expected a non-violent solution to the N E conflict in keeping with the 2005
Presidential Election Manifesto, the MAHINDA CHINT ANA wherein the
following was stated

(english version)

AN UNDIVIDED COUNTRY, A NATIONAL
CONSENSUS, AN HONOURABLE PEACE

Page Text

31 I am deeply convinced that we need to think form a fresh perspective
and devise a new approach if we are to find a sustainable solution to
the conflict in the North and East.

33 My primary aim would be to arrive at a peaceful political settlement
where the power of each and every citizen is strengthened to the maximum
without being trapped within concepts such as traditional home lands and
right to self determination. My intention is to devolve power to the level of
the citizen. I believe that by developing a strong citizen, we would be able to
reach a solution in this national conflict.

33 In the course of the consultative process, I shall initiate direct talks with the
Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam. I also intend to meet their leader and other
representatives for such discussions. At such talks, J shall present the
consensus reached to the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam.

35 The ceasefire agreement will be amended so as to ensure that acts of
terrorism would not be permitted in any way. The ceasefire monitoring
mechanism would also be reviewed and new steps taken. In doing so, we
shall endeavour to obtain regional cooperation as well.



This policy was enunciated with the knowledge that the LITE had assassinated and
attempted to assassinate many political leaders, killed many civilians and attacked
economic and military targets.

(d) state that the Police must enforce the law vigorously in every instance especially
where any person or persons posses or use dangerous weapons.

eg: Prabakaran is accused of murdering Mr. Alfred Duraiappa, Mayor of
Jaffna in 1976 or so.

WHY WAS HE NOT ARRESTED and PROSECUTED?

eg: Government was aware that armed groups were being trained in India
during the time when Mrs. Indira Gandhi was Prime Minister.

WHY WAS NOT THIS DEALT WITH AND CONCERTED ACTION
TAKEN TO ARREST AND DISARM THESE GROUPS WHEN
THEIR NUMBERS WERE YET SMALL?

(e) conclude that the growth of the LTIE as a powerful force was the result of, inter
alia, government's failure over a long period oftime to:
i. find a peaceful political settlement
ii. enforce the law promptly against those who possessed and used illegal

weapons
Ill. provide necessary infrastructure, facilities and investment especially in

the North to ensure fair and reasonable economic and social
development, especially after 1977.

(f) understand that the military option as against the policies referred to in (c)
above,· were adopted due to the LTTE's attempts to assassinate the Army
Commander General Sarath Fonseka and Defense Secretary Mr. Gotabhaya
Rajapakse, which fortunately failed.

If action was not taken to defeat and destroy the LTIE then further attempts at
assassination of political and military leaders would have been attempted.

02. To prevent a recurrence of internecine conflict and violence the following actions are
necessary :
i. restore civil administration in the conflict areas, soonest.
ii. encourage those who committed violence to declare the truth before suitably

constituted tribunals.
iii. disarm all persons who posses illegal weapons offering rewards if necessary

within a set time frame and thereafter take legal action.



--

IV. resettle all displaced persons in their original villages and homes and provide
essential facilities such as security, water, electricity etc

v. prevent illegal occupation of lands abandoned by original settlers during the
conflict.

VI. provide all facilities necessary for displaced persons to earn a decent living in
the short and long terms.

vii. implement a development oriented political settlement within a reasonable
time frame, say by end 2011 latest.

viii. appoint independent Commissions for Judicial, Public, Police services, and
Bribery and Corruption and Elections Commissions.

03. Although the mandate of the Commission is limited, I request the submission of a
report on the causes that led to this conflict, confidentially if necessary.

Nissanka de Silva
Retired Irrigation Engineer

18 December 2010
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39. GunaSekel"8Gar•....,
Rajagiri ya.
September 08, 1995.

The Edi.t,or,
SUNDAYTIMES
Hunupitiya Cross Road,
-Colombo02.

Dear Sir,
{N E Conflict and the Peace Package

Much has been said e-ndwritten about the draft proposals put
forward by the PA government.

s '-', "'"=:--' ... ~'1;"- -;". .~ ..••.•. ' - '... "

f _ It hasbeen'my experience that the views of ordinary citizens
like myself are' often not publlshedor given consideration. Being
ne1ther a pot! tician ,'nor patrician, ;r am mot!vated purely by the possi-
bility of a practical ,solution to a problem that has defied one' for
nearly a decade and half.

There- can be no milttary victory in this conflict. Is it-not
a great shame that victo~y 1s claimed bir the number of citizens killed',
like runs scored in a. cricket match? '~latch one, Operation Leap forward - -
GSL270, LTTE230, LT'1'Ewlns.Match Tw0iweli 'O~a - GSL10, LTTE380,
GSLwins!

I do not know whethel' "peace' th!'o' war" has the same validity
in thi s instance as in world war 2 against Hitler! te Germany. It is
doubtful whether people ga.ve the PA a mandate to settle this conflict
thro' war. I do not think that the Tamil people of the~orth ~nd
perhaps of the East can be separated from the LTTE'b-y a carrot -and
stick strategy. After all. didn't we drive the ~am!l people to despera-
tion and Prabhakaran by ~>l:lr planne'd, regUlar violence against them since
independence? Did we not 2ccept that,state.-sponsored sett_lement of
Sinhalese on.a large scale on publiclanda in the Noriihern'Province, if
not -in the ~ast, is ~ong 11'1 principle t ~en such settlements we~e sus-
pended' aftel' Pavatkiil(tm iri'19.57? . Is! t -not unreasonable that theresump-
tion of' suoh settlements "after about :30 years, in 1f{el1 Oya, 'should agitate
militant Tamil youth? . I be1ieye that thi s conflict has been provoked by
us, the Sinhalese' and sinh ale se-doiriinated gevez-nments after independence.
!further believe that the acceptance. of Prabhak~ran ~s a leader and
liberat~r by a majority of ord1na~y Tamil people is the direct result of
the per:1od~c attacks on the ae'cur1ty of Tamil people in our midst and the
resumption o,f state-sponsored settlement of Sinhalese on lands in the
North.

The foregoing is not an acceptance of the traditional homelands
concept. By no streteh of imagination can a,person born in Jarfna penin-
sula e1-a1m 'the -area upto or beyond .Pottuvil as his traditional homeland.
Neither can a person born in Hambantota- cla1ri1that the area south of the
Bentara river 18111s ··tradl.t1onal, hornelan'd."-··'Instead-'-of-g1v1ng prominence
to our blrthitf:'s pa-rticular place or hovfnce • it is e3genti~1 to accept
the fact of our cotnplon"birth in Sri Lanka and act in the best interest
of the_whole of the territory'otSriLanka. At the same time.~.t has ,to
be recogniseci -th~t, less pl1.v1leged people who form the major! ty are easily
led to support the demand for control of .Land and affairs in theareaa
of their birth" .

Is it not a fact that fornear.lY 50Y9arsafter !ndependenee all.
of us. Tamils, Muslims and Sinhalese alike have accepted the provincial
boundaries enforced by the British?

••• 2/
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Hence, is there any good reason why boundaries should be re-demarcate~
under the abnormal situation prevailing now? The point r wish to make
is that any change of what has been aocepted for centuties should not
be made under threat. If there is a demand or need to change the
boundaries of any district or province, then let it be· done on a rational
basis in normal circumstances.

It cannot be possible to s'stablish a ci vilizad state, either
? sri Lanka or Eelam, on the kind of atrocity and :b~utality ag~1nst

innocent people - babies, children, youth, men and wbmen, that has
been oommitted recently.

been divided into a
sub-d1vision on the
has fragmented into

Division of countrie s is nothing new. The P.restern powers divided
Germanyinto East &: ~,st. "'-;.....s: - -_.--' .. -;::~ 'C, _.~- ,,--:;~,r::~...:
,~~" .~ ..•. ~,I_~~.-.-", -_,;,;_, . ..... ",,:,.. .•.••_. -~ •.• _

• "':-'--';"~-_.- -- ~~~,~,~-:., The-f6rme;-'unit~d -USSR has
number of states. some-of' the,se states itace further
basia of race or religion. The former Yugoslavia
4 or 5 states and is liltely to splinter further. r'; -- ~.

Whenpeople find it impossible to live together, separation is
contemplated and is sometimes realistio. '

Other .aspe ct s of the proposals need to b'e discussed. But the
l1m1tat10n of space in your journal is appreciated. Hence I oonclude
as follQws: - '

1. the present violence and resulting ,murder of innocent
people must cease.

2 ~ relianoe on a mili ta.ry solution has to be rejected.
3. the strategy of "peace thro' war" needs reconsideration.
4. in keeping with (1), (?) and (3) above, the door to

disoussions with the ~TTE should.:not be closed.
5. there-demarcationOf bound aef.es of t;rovinces shou'Id not

be considered ,at this stage.

fours faithfully,

NISSANKADE SILVA

ceo Her EXcellency, ,the President
Hon.Prime Minister
Hon, Minister Of Just! ce and Consti ttJ;tional Afqairs
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Independence ! 1948; I was t:l~butdid not feel that something momentous was taking place.
No-elation' or Jiibilation, n?~~pe{)pledancing' in the streets. Next year, 1949. I entered the
University ofCeylon. Conversationsin the common room were not about Independence.

LESSONS LB~R..VrAND RECONCILIATION,,~ .~.;;.:/'.: --; ;1.;r_~~.. ~'.' -

~..•.., .... ~. -' "' '--=-:=7:-'~'~/; '. ,', .,~;\,.:~:- - ', ~';. -:~~.';._

TheethnioconflictcSinhalese Vs Tamil has been played out like a drama ever since. Waves
of violence, periods 9f.p~~ce, in progression.The violence, virulent, visceral.

- .•.';.~.....~'.:''.i'#~~:\i.;fi~-i_- .:"'" .'~ ::- .,i':-~.. '. - '.- -'. .

It has beenmy misfortune to witness personally some of these events and mice, in 1958 to be
at the' centre of ail occurrence which shall be described later. On that occasion with the help
oftwo juniorofficers.ithe murder' oftwelve (12) Tamil officers by Sinhalaworkers enraged
by news of the conflict' that commenced in Batticoloa, was prevented.

. " '.J ,- -:'"Co .~_. ·c,. .,
Now after sixty three (63) years and the worst violence ever, we have a Commission of
Inquiry appointed to help us "learn lessons't.from the events that may have occurred between

, 21 February 2002, "the day on which the Cease Fire Agreement between the Government
, and LITE become operative.tand-Is May 2009, the (fay on which the 'LTTE was officially
, declared defeated militarily; The purpose is to determine ways and means of preventing

the recurrence of such conflicts and violence in futureie to ensure permanent peace
, amongst all the people of Sri Lanka .:

Ever; in school we were taught that to solve any problem in the correct way" it had to be
clearly and fully understood. Ethnic' violence in my life time did not start with the CFA of
2002 or end with the late Vellupillai Prabhakaran.

- ~. :

In 1956, the late Mr. SWRD Bandaranaike as Prime Minister, made Sinhala the only official
language in "24 hours" as it were. It was a correct course for us majority Sinhalese but
carried out too hastily -for the minority Tamil and English speaking population. It was
essentially political. :'

I recallthe ·Mahatma Gandhi style .protest by .leaders of the, Tamil community dressed in
. white oirGalle:Face Green.They were physicallydragged off'the green. The Police stood by
and took-no action to protect the protesters. Ileamt from colleagues in the Irrigation

"Department, whiCh I' served as a Technical Assistant, of the violence that took place in the,
Gal Oya valleyat the time. "

'In May 1958, I assumed duties at, Maha Willachichiya Irrigation Project Engineer's office,
ori transfer. My-wife to be was at Matara where I had served from August 1955. A young
man,19 years old was my cook. I .had taken 'a 60 Ib bag of Samba rice in anticipation of
marrying in June that year. '-~.~:'~~'.:., ,'::,:."" .

. " I ·\~·~~:.:.-!i··'i:>:-'

Maha Willach~hiya:'Yas,ab()ui;(2i'miles 'int~rior -from Anuradhapura, ·in the Wilpattu
Intermediate zone. Isowned ~a';DKWcar. Elephants' were plentiful and were often passed at
speed When they fed' on the road side; One daydriving back from Anuradhapura after dark, a
full grown leopard was lying on the road and moved away only when the car was about 20ft
away.WWa$,a beautiful sight.'~ , . '

The 12 Tamil officers were of different grades from Assistant Engineer to Overseer. Sinhala
. and Muslim" officers were 20 or so. About 200 workers lived in camps. The Land

_, Development.worker strength wasabouf ....150. -
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The 195'8 Sinhala / Tamil riots commenced in Batticoloa and spread to all parts of Sri Lanka
within days. When news and rumours of Sinhalese in Batticoloa being attacked reached
Willachchiya the workers forced open the stores, removed gelignite, guns and ammunition,
late that evening, I think it was May 29. The orders of the Engineer were defied. They were
joined by the Land Development workers. Large trees were felled across the access road to
prevent vehicles entering or leaving. Very early that morning, when the trouble makers were
asleep, the Engineer escaped in his Fiat 1100 car to Anuradhapura. Most Sinhala officers
left the site. It was learnt that the workers planned to kill all Tamil officers that night. I
determined to stay. One overseer and a trainee Technical Assistant agreed to stay with me.

, Majority of the Tamil officers agreed with our proposal that they hide in the forest until help
from Anuradhapura police was obtained. There were two officers too old to go into the forest.
One was hidden in my quarters and the other in the club house. One officer had two (02) little
children. They could not be taken into the forest. So they were hidden in a Surveyor's camp
with the Trainee on guard. That night and next day food was cooked in my house and carried
by the Overseer and my boy to all those in hiding. It was done very carefully No one knew.
The Assistant Engineer who occupied a room in the Engineer's quarters, hid himself in the
ceiling. When the mob came looking for him, he heard them breaking the guns and load
cartridges. He was safe.

The next day, a Police Party from Anuradhapura arrived. We got all Tamil officers from their
hiding places, helped pack their belongings and the convoy left. One car was driven by me as
the owner was very stressed. When the convoy was leaving a gang of about 50 workers
gathered at the gate started to jeer and hoot The ASP who led the party took his pistol from
its holster and threatened the mob who stayed silent till we went out of sight! So much for
their braveness! The Tamil officers. were delivered to the refugee centre set up at the
Kachcheri from where they went to their homes.

, I spent a couple .of days and nights at Anuradhapura. During that period Irrigation
Department and' Land Development workers from Padaviya formed in to an "Army" with
lorries packed with' explosives, weapons, fuel and water bowsers and vehicles carrying men.
They tried to proceed to Jaffna.iOn the instructions of the GA, a Mr. Aluvihare, they were
ambushed by a police. party at a bend on the Kebitigollewa - Medawachchiya Road and shot.
Several died on the spot. Bullet marks were visible on trees when we visited the site several
months later. The GA had issued general orders to the Police to shoot on sight as even in,
Anuradhapura Tamil people were being attacked, property looted and shops/ houses set on
fire. '

Two (02) of my colleagues were killed atDiyabedum~, in Elaherawhen the car in which they
were travelling home with their families was stopped by a mob. My colleagues were asked,to
recite "gathas". to, verify whether they were Sinhalese or Tamil. Both happened to be
Christians, one from Negombo and the other from, Moratuwa. To make matters worse,. one
was a stammerer. They had no chance and were killed in cold blood., The families were
allowed to go and were driven home by a Sinhala Buddhist officer. Our Trade Union
collected money from members and donated it. to the families as a token of support and
sympathy.

".. .,.

In July 1983, twenty five (25) years later, my wife and I were returning from Matara by bus.
We had come on leave with air tickets etc for another 3' y.ears contract in NIgeria. It was
afternoon when the bus reached Alutgama. Vehicles coming from Colombo warned the
driver of violence in Colombo. Passengers were divided. Some wanted the bus to proceed.
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Others preferred it to stop. Eventually we had reached Panadura when it.was decided not to
proceed further. We found ourselves on the kerb opposite the Panadura bus station. We had
to get home to Nawala as our daughter was 'alone. A bus pulled out from the station, turned
towards Colombo. We boarded it and were dropped off at Katubedde. Another bus took us to
the Rathmalana depot. We walked to Mt. Lavinia junction. There were many people waiting
for public transport. We saw some buildings burning on the land side.: Suddenly one person
with blood on his clothing came out of the building and ran in the direction of the Colombo.
It was about 3pm. My wife was standing in the middle of the road trying to get a lift. I stood
on the left side. After some time a Peugeot 504 proceeding towards Colombo stopped near
my wife and the driver spoke to her. I walked up and we sat in the front seat. There were two
ladies at the back. The driver said he had taken tourists to Beruwala and was returning to
Kotte. The two ladies had got in at Kalutara, destination Bambalapitiya flats.

At Dehiwala buildings were ablaze on both sides of the road. The driver was scared and
unsure what to do. The situation was worse as we approached Wellawatta. I was familiar with
this area having worked in the Cannals division of the Irrigation Department in 1964 or so.
The driver was directed to cross the bridge, turn right and follow the canal towards
Kirulapone. We drove along Stratford Avenue to Kirulapone bridge on High Level Road. It
was a shocking sight. The road was packed with vehicles and people. Four or five cars were
burning. We were stuck and could not reach the bridge to cross towards Nugegoda. Some
youth, boys of 18 or so, came up to us and demanded petrol. They were armed with knives
and rods. I told them that we were retuning from a journey to Matara and were -extremely
tired and only had just sMficientlpetrol to get home. The answer to my question "why do you
want petrol?" was "we want to kill Tamils and bum". After another round of pleadings we
were allowed to go. The car squeezed its way across the bridge, along Edmonton road to
Nawala and home. My daughter was fast asleep ob,l.ivi~us to all that was happening!!

These incidents have been described in some detail. Readers have first hand accounts of what
actually happened and be able to come to conclusions on-facts rather th~n hearsay.

N6 doubt, similar acts of violence would have occurred against Sinhalese living in -Tamil
majority areas. Some Tamils did risk their "lives to save Sinhalese as we did to save Tamils.

Many Tamils left Sri Lanka after each of these bursts of violence and settled in Canada,
several European countries, Australia, New Zealand and elsewhere, now known as the
diaspora. Particularly after 1983 many who were not affluent took refuge in South India.

Whereas the earliest demands of the Tamil community was parity of status for their language,
these violent attacks resulting in murder, looting, destruction of their homes and properties
created the demand for federalism in the Tamil majority areas of the North and East. The

_Bandaranaike - Chelvanayakam pact was abrogated due to opposition by Buddhist monks
and the UNP. Thereafter, the Dudley Senanayake ~ Chelvanayakam pact was similarly cast
aside due to opposition by the SLFP. Every agreement made by the government of the day
with moderate Tamil leaders was obstructed by the political party in the opposition. The push
by the Tamil youth for a more aggressive method of resolving their problems came to the fore
front. Before the 1977 General Election Mr. J.R. Jayawardena the UNP candidate agreed with
Mr. Thondarnan, leader of the CWC to give Sri Lankan.citizenship to those Tamils of Indian
origin who-were to be repatriated to India in terms of the Sirima - Shastri agreement.
Thereby he was able/to obtain the votes of the estate Indian Tamil population. To obtain the
votes of indigenous Tamils he-promised Mr. Amirthalingam, leader of the TULF to establish
District Development Councils' The promise to Mr. Thondaman was kept. Mr.
J.R.Jayawardena received a 5/6 majority in Parliament. But the DDC act was delayed and
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elections to those councils were held only in 1981. The elections in the Northern province
were under the purview 'of the late Mr. Gamini' ,Dissanayake. They were flawed and
fraudulent. Ballot boxes that should only be at polling stations or counting centers guring the
period of the poll and declaration of results were found else where. Matters were made much
worse by the burning down ofthe Jaffna public library.

The cumulative result of all this action / inaction on our part was that the moderate Tamil
leadership was ousted and the militant youth took charge as protectors of the Tamil people
from their Sinh ala enemies. .

,
What occurred after 1983 is recent history. Numerous acts of violence by the LTIE in their

, quest for a separate Tamil homeland received retaliation by government forces.

In these circumstance it would 'j not be wrong to say that we created the Prabakarans, Uma
Maheshvarans, Soosais and many others of similar ilk as well as suicide bombers by the
score. For, is it not true that when we are born we are all innocent, We become Sinhala or
Tamil or Muslim thro' our parents firstly and then our relatives and the schools we are sent
to. We are not criminals, murderers or terrorists when we are born. The social environment in
which we live makes us these as we grow up, if those who are responsible for making us
good law abiding citizens fail in their duty. For instance if a person who has enriched
himself by criminal activities is lauded in the village, by the temple or church or political
parties due to the large sums of monies he is able to "donate" to them, at least some of the
youth in that village are likely to follow in his foot steps.

Clearly we did not learn any lesson from the events that occurred from 1956 to 2002. The
same follies were followed.

Another issue that surfaces is whether citizens can give evidence honestly and truthfully in
the present environment of sudden disappearances and assassinations where the culprits are
seldom brought to book. The North and East is still virtually under military occupation. In the
circumstances can anyone be expected to speak of offences committed by the security forces?
If journalists are murderd in broad day light for what they write as part of their dutiy, then
what will be the plight of people who have suffered at the hands of police or security services
personnel if they tell the truth?'

The objective and goal before us is clear - peace and harmony, progress and happiness
as individuals, families and as a nation. ':.

How do we achieve this? Firstly the damage done by events such as those described above
must be remedied. The easiest to remedy is physical damage to houses and property. They
can be rebuilt and replaced. The loss of a father or mother, brother or sister, son or daughter,
wife or husband, due to deliberate acts of others are far more difficult, especially. if
accompanied by torture, rape etc. An accidental death is grieved and gradually the loss and
pain eases. It is not so with deliberate acts of violence. Often they arouse feelings of hatred
and the desire for revenge which is what has taken place over the last 03 decades.

In my view and understanding, the fundamental need is to realize and accept the truth.
When another's life is taken violently, then the basic right to live is violated .. This must
be. realized and accepted individually as well as a group. Next repentance and thewilJ
nevertocommit such acts again is vital. Thereafter, forgiveness from those who have been
harmed has to be sought. The other side must grant that forgiveness. To err is human to
forgive divine. This is the only way in which true reconciliation can be achieved.
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. '.. ctr)ora-1in9 .

Last week there was a bana preaching at a neighbor's house, cornm ~ the third month of
his death. A very well known monk delivered the sermon. The dG'rationwas sixty (60)
minutes. The first ten (10) minutes was devoted to the dead person and the family. The next
45 minutes dealt with the killing of animals. The act of releasing cattle brought for slaughter
was praised as a meritorious act. Reference was made to a book written by a professor
published. recently. That book had related the life of a person who lived by the slaughtering
animals. He is said to how consumed a glass of blood from every animal he killed. In the end
that persons liver was diseased and decayed. He vomited blood and died.

I was wondering why this monk did not refer to the killing of human beings which has taken
place on a very large scale is our country. It was in my mind. The next day I attended an
office in Fort to hand over an application to import a vehicle. I sat next to a Buddhist Monk
from a temple in Minuwangoda who had come to obtain a license himself. I told him of the
previous night's bana preaching and my dilemma. I said that we bring up our children with a
great deal of love and affection and when they are about 18 years old a gun or other deadly
weapon is given to them with orders to kill LlTE terrorists. Tamil parents do the same and
order their children to kill Sinhala Army personnel. What does Buddhism say about this? The
monk thought a while and said it was wrong. My next question was why some Buddhist
monks encourage and applaud such killings? He said that too was wrong. I pointed out that if
the number of youth killed in the JVP uprisings of 1971 and 1988/89 were added to the
numbers killed between 1983 and 2009, the total would exceed three hundred thousand
(300,000). A fair percentage would be innocent civilians. While he was reflecting on this, my
idea of accepting the truth, repenting and asking forgiveness, as a prelude to reconciliation
was expressed. Unfortunately, he had to leave before replying.

As important is a solution for actual grievances. Equal opportunity without discrimination,
equal treatment before the law, the right to live in peace and security wherever one chooses,
along with"the devolution of powers regionally, preferably not on ethnic lines but of regions
demarcated on a development orientation. . .l. .

The attempts made so far for regional autonomy have failed. The District Development
Councils never got off the ground. The Provincial Counci1s~tablished consequent to the "13 I

Amendment have only benefitted party politicians by multiplication of Chief Ministers and
Ministers. The system is a burdenon the tax payer.

Lessons have to be learnt from South Africa's. "Truth and Reconciliation Commission" as
well as the solution in Acheh when reconciliation between the Indonesian government and
Achchinese rebels took place after the suffering caused by the tsunami of December 2Q06.
We failed to take advantage ofthe opportunity afforded us by mother nature.

Let us hope and pray that the \,;ommission how appointed would be able to enlighten our
nation despite the limitations ofits mandate.' "

Nissanka deSilva . ""
"Retired Irrigation Engineer.
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